SENATE AMENDMENTS TO
SENATE BILL 1513
By COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES
February 14

On page 1 of the printed bill, line 2, after “provisions;” delete the rest of the line and insert “amending ORS 468B.050; and declaring an emergency.”.

In line 6, delete “This section applies only to” and insert “As used in sections 2 and 3 of this 2020 Act, 'qualifying operation' means”.

In line 22, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

In line 23, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

On page 2, line 2, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

In line 5, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

In line 7, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

In line 10, after the first “not” delete the rest of the line.

In line 11, delete “to populating the feeding operation,” and insert “populate a qualifying operation”.

In line 16, delete “that,.”.

Delete lines 17 through 20 and insert “that the use of water for supplying the needs of the qualifying operation at the level and duration described in the proposed qualifying operation permit is legally authorized.”.

In line 28, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

In line 34, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

In line 35, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

In line 36, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

In line 37, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

In line 38, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

In line 41, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

On page 3, line 3, delete “feeding” and insert “qualifying”.

Delete lines 39 through 45 and delete page 4 and insert:

“SECTION 5. (1) Section 2 of this 2020 Act and the amendments to ORS 468B.050 by section 4 of this 2020 Act apply to permits first issued on or after the effective date of this 2020 Act.

“(2) Section 3 of this 2020 Act applies to qualifying operation facilities that an operator vacates or abandons on or after the effective date of this 2020 Act.

“SECTION 6. This 2020 Act being necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health and safety, an emergency is declared to exist, and this 2020 Act takes effect on its passage.”.